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. Feb 15, 2014 . Pastor Murray is survived by his son, Dennis Arnold Murray and his wife. As
pastor of the Shepherd's Chapel Church, located in Gravette, Ark.Aug 5, 2010 . In one sermon,
Dennis Murray speaks of "the Kenites, who are. . He even married his wife at the Shepherd's
Chapel headquarters in Arkansas . Nov 3, 2015 . Simply put, Shepherd's Chapel teaches that
Eve had sex with Satan.. .. Shepherd's Chapel, now lead by Dennis Murray, teach false
doctrines .
Pastor Arnold Murray, Shepherd’s Chapel, Gravette, Ar. 72736 . Phone: (501) 787-6026 .
Based on "The Shepherd's. Home Page. Welcome To ElectForum.Com. This forum has been
created for students of the Shepherd's Chapel. We are scattered but we are not without a
Shepherd or a teacher. Birth: Apr. 20, 1929 Waurika Jefferson County Oklahoma, USA: Death:
Feb. 12, 2014 Gravette Benton County Arkansas, USA: Pastor Arnold B. Murray was born April
20. Three weeks ago, for the first time in over a decade and a half, I began listening to my old
tapes from the Shepherd's Chapel. I also started downloading some of the.
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over when Pastor Murray has time off . Welcome from Pastor Arnold Murray: "I'm so glad
we are able to present yet another format for bringing our unique verse by verse, chapter by
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